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What is a multicriteria decision analysis tool?
Why would we need risk-based decision analysis tool?
Example: overview of the Freight and Fuel Transportation
Optimization Tool (FTOT).
Concept for the risk-based hazardous material routing tool.
Next Steps
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What is a multicriteria decision analysis
tool?








Operations research - evaluate multiple conflicting criteria to
select best option.
Takes into account varying values and tradeoffs among
criteria.
Uses multiple mathematical value functions to reach a
conclusion.
Existing decision-making programs/solvers can be adapted for
particular problems.
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Why a risk-based decision analysis tool for
hazardous material movements?








Hazardous material movements pose risks to health, safety, and
environment.
There is no publicly-available tool to assess relative risk of different
modal options for transporting hazardous materials.
Current models screening transportation options for freight focus
on concrete metrics (cost, CO2 emissions, mileage, time) to
optimize mode and route choices.
Generally do not take safety and other societal and environmental
risks into account.
Such risks are inherently complex and there are likely to be
tradeoffs among priorities.
We would like to develop a software tool to analyze hazardous
material transportation options based on multiple environmental,
social and economic criteria.
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Example of a multicriteria decision
analysis tool:
The Freight and Fuel Transportation
Optimization Tool (FTOT)
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FTOT Overview




Flexible scenario-testing tool designed to analyze future freight and fuel scenarios
for various commodities, datasets, and assumptions.
Optimizes routing and flows at scenario level using a Geographic Information System
(GIS) module and an optimization module.



Multimodal network: road, rail, waterway, pipeline, multimodal facilities.



Outputs of optimized scenarios:



Material/commodity flows
Costs
Fuel burn
Number of vehicle trips
Distance, vehicle miles traveled
Emissions

Developed at Volpe Center with
Federal Aviation Admin., Dept. of Energy,
and Office of Naval Research funding, being
piloted by Federal Highway Admin.
https://github.com/VolpeUSDOT/FTOT-public

PJ Knife, 1998, Wikimedia Commons
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FTOT Multimodal Network
Network components
Freight Analysis
Framework 4 (road)
FRA Rail Network
USACE waterways
EIA pipeline data,
adjusted to stations
Pipeline tariff data
Intermodal facilities
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Supply Chain Oriented Use Cases
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Optimized flows over multimodal network
based on multiple criteria









Transportation costs (per
mile, tariff)
Impedances/weightings
Facility characteristics and
output (efficiency, product
slate,
min/max size)
Demand at destinations
(adjusted by blend level
restrictions if needed)
Modal flow capacity
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What is FTOT being used for?









National-level analyses of future and current energy
supply chains
Regional analyses of future fuel supply chains
Regional analyses of freight for long-range planning
and intersection with planned transportation project
Regional analyses of infrastructure changes and
implications for freight movement
Resilience testing for supply chain performance
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Future Alternative Jet Fuel Deployment
(FAA)
BSM Results







FTOT Scenario Year

Reaching a billion gallons of alternative jet fuel using only FT, HEFA, and ATJ by 2030
will require concerted policy support and incentives
Based on FTOT analysis, it would be cost effective to move close to a billion gallons
even in the low feedstock availability scenario.
While wastes and residues are widely distributed around the United States,
aggregation, delivery, and conversion are likely to be concentrated regionally. Likely
locations for new facility development are the Midwest, the Southeast, the Pacific
Northwest and Southern California.

DOI: 10.1002/bbb.1951
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Scenario Analysis:
Sugar Supply Chain, LA
Goal: Explore current and potential uses of sugar supply chain freight flows in the
region over the multimodal transportation network.
Scenario Baseline: Current truck flows in the region based on the Louisiana Sugar
Cane Cooperative (LaSuCa) supply chain.

Sugar Cane

• Parishes

Raw sugar

Refined
sugar

• Sugar Mills

• Refineries

End
destination

• Port of Baton
Rouge

Scenario Results:
Adding Rail Access for LaSuCa
The rail link:
• Replaces 6,000 truckloads of molasses and raw sugar with 1,614 rail cars, which
has implications for road maintenance needs.
• Increases VMT due to greater travel distance for molasses on rail from St.
Martinville to Port Barre.
• Reduces overall transport cost (25%), fuel burn (24%), and CO2 emissions (4%).
Baseline Scenario

Rail Link Scenario
Truck Routes (red)

Truck Routes

Rail link (purple)
FTOT Dashboard

FTOT Dashboard

Approach to Develop a Risk-based
Analysis Tool









Define the risks of concern.
Define relative importance and/or tradeoffs among risks.
Identify indicators of severity of risks of concern.
Identify metrics to measure indicators of severity.
Identify data available to calculate these indicators.
Develop optimization approach to minimize risk based on
hierarchy of risks.
Develop transparent, geospatially explicit modeling approach
to help provide real-world routing optimization to minimize
environmental and social risk.
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Approach to Develop a Risk-based
Analysis Tool


Initial concept developed by staff from:
 MN SeaGrant
 Volpe National Transportation Systems Center
 Rochester Institute of Technology
 St. Lawrence Seaway

By SeaWiFS Project, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, and ORBIMAGE. Wikimedia Commons.
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Approach to Develop a Risk-based
Analysis Tool


A few potential risks of concern:
 Standard (Cost, Time, Distance)
 Fuel burn
 Accident risk
 Spill risk
 Pollutant emissions
 Ecologically sensitive areas
 Emergency response availability
 Environmental justice/social vulnerability
 Mode-specific risks
US Forest Service
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Approach to Develop a Risk-based
Analysis Tool


An initial scoping effort is needed to:
 Bring stakeholders together.
 Identify the risks of concern.
 Agree on metrics.
 Evaluate data availability and quality.
 Discuss optimization approach.



The scoping effort would set the stage
for actual tool development /
adaptation.

Lake Erie bluffs, David M. Roderick Wildlife Reserve, Erie County. Nicholas A.
Tonelli, 2009. https://www.flickr.com/photos/14922165@N00/3782116143
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Next Steps


SeaGrant and partners seeking to fund initial scoping meeting
to:
 Convene stakeholders.
 Identify risks of concern.
 Scope modeling approach.
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Thank you!
Kristin Lewis, Ph.D.
Principal Technical Advisor
Energy Analysis and Sustainability Division
Volpe National Transportation Systems Ctr.
US Dept. of Transportation
Kristin.lewis@dot.gov
SeaGrant Contacts:
Dr. John Downing
Director of Minnesota Sea Grant
University of Minnesota Duluth
downing@umn.edu
Natalie Chin, Ph.D.
Climate and Tourism Outreach Specialist
Lake Superior Field Office
Wisconsin Sea Grant
nchin5@aqua.wisc.edu

Chiara Zuccarino-Crowe
Great Lakes Outreach Specialist
NOAA, Great Lakes Environmental
Research Laboratory
Michigan Sea Grant
Chiara.Zuccarino-Crowe@noaa.gov
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Questions/Discussion
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